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In this paper we present a theoretical model for the temperature dependence of microtubule structures, 
We use the Ising model to describe the interaction among dimers constituting the microtubules, Some 
denaturation curves are presented which show the general type of change of number of dimers in the 
microtubule, 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Microtubules (MT) are a basic component of impor-
tant biological systems. The experimental data indi-
cate that MT appeared early in evolution. The sequence 
MT protein - MT - basal bodies - cilia appear the most 
probable. 1 MT have similar antigenic properties in 
many different cells and are composed of two closely 
related proteins (tubulins a and m. These are combined 
as dimers. There are several external agents that af-
fect the assembling of tubulins dimers into MT, among 
them colchicine and related alkalOids, high hydrostatic 
pressure, low temperature, etc. It has been shown by 
electron micrography2 that some MT are formed by 13 
chains of tubulin dimers arranged helically. Other ex-
perimenters using the same techniques have found3 that 
MT in nerve cells and gliocytes in the toad contain a 
dense core of one or two dimers, surrounded by a "ring" 
of 12 or 13 dimers. 
Because of the fundamental nature of MT, it is impor-
tant to have a model that describes some of their prop-
erties. In this paper we study MT as an Ising-model-
type lattice, and we look for the temperature dependence 
of the number of dimers that form the "lattice." In 
Sec. IT, we introduce the model and show the general 
mathematical problem. Its ccrnplexity obliges us to 
make a simplifying assumption. In Sec. IV we calculate 
the mean number of dimers in the microtubule. To do 
this calculation we have to develop a special method, us-
ing a modified partition function. Finally. in the last 
where 
{
l, 
t/! = 0, 
if there is a molecule in the (i, j) lattice point, 
if the (i, j) lattice point is unoccupied; 
if there is a dimer in the center of the ith disk, 
if it is unoccupied; 
JL is the energy that a molecule in the (i, j)-lattice point 
contributes to the microtube structure due to stacking 
interaction; Jc measures the analogue for a molecule in 
the central chain; J 1 means the interaction energy be-
tween two molecules located at consecutive lattice points 
in a given disk; J 2 is the interaction of a disk dimer 
section we obtain some numerical results and draw some 
conclusions. 
H. BIOMATHEMATICAL MODEL OF MICROTUBULES 
We conSider a microtubule to be a very long cylinder 
formed by chains of molecules that constitute the "walls" 
and by a single axial chain of molecules. For general-
ity sake we consider that external molecules or dimers 
are different from the internal ones and are all equal 
among them. A transverse section of this conSidered 
microtubule will show the central molecule surrounded 
by a "ring" of n external dimers. Very interesting 
electron micrographs of different types of MT are shown 
in Ref. 3. We note that some MT show a helix struc-
ture of the external chains. Nevertheless, we will con-
sider an untwisted model, since it is easy to do this 
change topologically. 
In our model the microtubule is represented by a two 
dimensional lattice (see Fig. 1) in which each lattice 
point can have one or no molecule or dimer. This lat-
tice is very long, with the common assumption of closed 
ends. It is however finite transversally, but also 
closed, since it is a ring, so it forms a long cylinder 
with a dense core (see Thompson4), that is to say, with 
a central chain of dimers. 
We consider an Ising-like model in which each mole-
cule interacts only with its nearest neighbor, both hori-
zontally and vertically. 
The total energy of system under consideration can 
be written as 
(1 ) 
with the central molecule; J 3 represents the interaction 
energy between two molecules located at corresponding 
points in two consecutive disks; and J 4 is the interaction 
energy between two consecutive dimers along the central 
chain. 
Accordingly, the first two terms on the right in Eq. 
(1) represent the total stacking energy of the microtubule. 
Similarly, the remaining terms indicate the total inter-
action energy of the system. 
The closed ends assumption is introduced here by let-
ting m + 1 =' 1 and n + 1 =' 1. To simplify our mathematics 
we make the following transformation: 
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FIG.!. Dense core microtubule. Each disk is formed by n 
external and a central dimer. J j • J 2• J 3• and J 4 are interaction 
energies (see text). 
With this change of variable the energy takes the form 
E{P}=t (Ao+Al1;; piJ+A 2Pi + ~ t PUPi,J+l 
(2) 
where 
1 ( Jz \ A 1=-"2 J L +J1+ 2 +Js) , (3) 
A2=-~(JC+~J2+J.) • 
If we denote this configuration by 
a i = (Pit> Pi2,"', Pin' PI) (4) 
(there will be a total of 2n+1 possible configurations or 
states for a given disk), we can write the total energy as 
a sum of the total energy of a given disk plus the interac· 
tion energy of consecutive disks, i. e. , 
1ft 
E{P}= L: [V1(al) + V2(al, al+1)] , I-I 
where the total energy of the ith disk is 
n 
VI (ai) = Ao +Al f.;PI! +A 2PI 
J1 ~ Jz t 
+"4 f:t PIJPI,J+l +"4 J=1 PUPI 
and the interaction energy between disks is 
) Js ~ J. V2(a l +al+1 =4 £-.J PIJPI+1J +-4 PIPI+I' J=1 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
We can now begin the calculation of the partition func-
tion 
Zm,n=L expt- f3E{p}). 
{.j 
(8) 
Here f3 = 1/ kT, where k is Boltzmann's constant and 
T is the absolute temperature. The summation in Eq. 
(8) is extended over all possible configurations p. Us-
ing Eqs. (4) and (5), we can rewrite Eq. (8) as 
Zm,n=al,~,am exp{-f3i:; [v(a/)+Vztal,al+1)]}' (9) 
Defining the elements of the 2n+1 by 2n+l transfer ma-
trix (see) by 
(to) 
we can now write Eq. (9) as 
Zm,n = ~ L(a1> aZ)L(a2, as)' •• L(am- h am)L(a,", al) 
01' 'am 
2n+1 
=2":L'"(al> a l)=TraceL'"= 2": A;;'=~u' (11) 
al k=l 
where Ak is kth eigenvalue of the L matrix and the last 
approximation holds for large m. 
The mathematical problem has been reduced to the 
calculation of the maximum eigenvalue. Generally, this 
is an extremely difficult task, even for relatively small 
values of m. 
III. THE DIRECT PRODUCT APPROACH 
In this section we shall try to find the eigenvalues of 
Eq. (11) by reducing the transfer matrix of size 2n+l 
x 2n+l to a tensor or direct product of n + 1 matrices of 
size 2x2. 
Indeed, we will show that such kind of decomposition 
is possible for our matrices. But first we will remind 
same important general results about eigenvalues of ten-
sor product matrices. 
Let AI> .. " An+t> 01>"', 0n+l be square matrices with 
the eigenvalue equations 
(OIA l)Y 1 = ILlY 1 , 
(12) 
(On+1An+l)Y n+l = Pon+I Y"+I , 
where Pol and YI are the corresponding eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors, respectively. These are equivalent to 
I DIAl - Poll I = 0 , 
I 0lAI - ILJI = 0, (13) 
. 
I 0n+lAn+l - /.Ln+lI I = 0 , 
where I I indicates the determinant and I is the ldentity 
matrix. The direct product of the system of Eqs. (12) 
gives rise to 
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.o1AIYl ®DzAzYz®' •• ® Dn'IAn'IYn.t = (D1 ®Dz®' , • ®Dn•1 ) (AI ®Az®' •• ® An't)(Yl® Yz®' •• ® Y,'l) 
=DAY=J.llYt®J.lZYz®··· ®J.ln'lYn'l=J.llI1Z··· I1 n'l(Yl®Yz®···®Yn'I)=Ay. (14) 
From here we derive that A = 111112' ., I1n'l is the eigen- where 
value of DA with the respective eigenvector Y, or in 
other words vl~-i3(J/4), vz=-i3(Jz/4), and 
jDA- All = 0 • (15) 
We will now show that these results can be applied to 
our matrices. We begin rewriting Eq. (10) as 
L(a, a l ) =O(a, al)A(a, a l ), (16) 
where, with Kronecker's delta 0, we have 
O(a, a l ) = O(a, al ) exp[ - j3VI (a)J , 
A (a, a l ) =exp( - j3V2(a, ( 1)J • 
We recall that the matrix A is symmetric. 
It can be proved by induction that the matrix A can be 
written as the di r 2ct or tensor product 
or (17) 
A = C:, v~} .~t, uJ ' 
where Vs = - {3J3/4, Vs = - W/4, u =evs , and v =evs• 
In order to separate the matrix D in a direct product 
of 2 x 2 matrices, we must identify the elements of the 
original diagonal matrix 
with the elements of 
that is to say 
a2::1 = bl + bz + ..• + bn-l + bn + an'l , 
arl = b! + bz + ..• + bn_l + bn + bno! • 
(18) 
e':'~ , (19) 
(20) 
This set of 2n+! equations are univocally determined by 
the expression (19). As the result of Eqs. (20), it turns 
out that 
(21) 
which implies 
J l =Jz= 0, (22) 
Solving the system of Eqs. (20), we obtain 
o \ n (1 01) e -V3+Vo ) ® r~l 0 (23) 
where Vo = - j3Ao and v3 = - j3A z• Now having the expres-
sion of D alld A, we can solve the system of eigenvalue 
Eqs. (12) or (13), to find the 2(n + 1) eigenvalues. The 
solutions are given by 
l1i'- = eV6 +vO [coshvs ± v'coshZV;-+~ e-4vs - 1 J 
and 
We note that the discriminant in the square root is al-
ways positive, from which it appears that the maximum 
ei.genvalue of DA is simply the product of all J.lj: 
Amax = J.l; J.l; •• , J.l~+l = 2n coshnvsev8+vo 
X(coshv3+Vcoshzv3+e-4v8-1J) • (24) 
With this result we can now compute the partition 
function of the system and from the later, the thermo-
dynamics properties of the system. 
IV. MEAN NUMBER OF DIMERS 
We wish to calculate the normalized mean number 
(N) of dimers that form the MT. If (N) == 0, the micro-
tubule has been disassembled. The dimers are now part 
of the surrounding medium. 
The computation of the average appears as follows: 
m 
xL: exp{- (:{ VI (a l ) + Vz(al , al'l)]} . (26) 
i=l 
The usual way to calculate the mean number of parti-
cles in the microtubules by partial derivatives of the 
partition function is to consider the amount 
_! (8 InZm.n+ 8 InZm,n) . 
j3 8Jc 8JL 
(27) 
But unfortunately, due to the condition (22) and in par-
ticular J L = - Js. we cannot apply Eq. (27) for the compu-
tation of the mean nwnber. In order to do this we de-
velop the following technique: Consider the function 
J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 69, No.2, 15 July 1978 
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j(aj) =.!. [(1- Pi) + t (1- PiJ~ 
2 J=l ~ 
of the ith disk configuration. Then, Eq. (26) becomes with the suitable change of variables 
1 [ lit J m 
< N) = (n+ l)mZm,n al,~,am :fu j(ak)J TIL(ah al+l) • 
By interaction, we can rewrite the later equation as 
< N) = 1 L (0(a1, a2)L(a2, as)' .. L(a m' al) (n + 1 )mZm _ a •• , a 
where 
.11 l' , m 
+L(ah a2)0(a2, as)L(aa, a4)'" L(am, al)+'" +L(ah a2)'" L(am_l> am)O(a"" al)] , 
=( 1) 1Z L [0(a1, az)L(az, as)'" L(am,al) n+ m m,n Ul,···,Um 
+0(a2, a3)L(aa, a4)'" L(am• al)L(ab a2)+'" + o (a"" al)L(a1, az)'" L(am-l,m)' 
O(ah aj+I)=L(ah al+l)j(al) • 
Summing over the (m - 1) appropriate a;' s, then Eq. (31) reduces to 
803 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
+'''+Lj(am)Lm(am,am)l=( 1) Z 'LJ(a)Lm(a) , (32) 
am J n+ m m,n a 
because the 2(n+1I possible configurations are just the same for any al' Let us call P the unitary transformation 
matrix that diagonalizes L; thus, 
L = PLP-l , (33) 
where L is a diagonal matrix, i. e., its element are the proper values of L. Since pp-l = p-Ip =1, then 
Lm = p-l£mp • (34) 
From here, to calculate the sum in Eq. (32), we need the diagonal elements of Lm: 
Lm(a, a) = (P-1L"'P) (a, a) =~p-l(a, (1)Lf,m(a, w) 
a '" 
X pew, a) = L p-l(a, ( 1) L Am (a1)6 (at, w)P(w, a) = L p-l(a, al)Am(al)P(al, a) • 
al '" a l 
(35) 
On the other hand, because P is orthogonal, p-l = P, which implies 
Lm(a, a) = ~ Am(a1)p2(a\ a) • (36) 
Placing the latter expression into Eq. (32), we get 
(37) 
Finally, using the fact that Zm.n'" A::. = Ai, then 
< N) = _1_ Ai l., pZ(l, a)j(a) + A~ ~a pZ(2, a)j(a) + ..• + A~n+l La pZ(2n+t, a)j(a) ::0_1_ '" pZ(l a)J(a) • 
(n + 1 ) Ar (n + 1) La- ' (39) 
We remark that in the previous expreSSion the As are the eigenvalues AZ" •• , Azn+l, and are by construction strict-
ly smaller than AI' 
From Eq. (39) it appears that we only have to calculate the first elements p2(1, a) of the 2(n+1) eigenvectors of the 
corresponding transfer matrix L. This is easily done because L is now the direct product of (n + 1), 2 x 2 matrices. 
The normalized eigenvectors of L are obtained by direct product of the normalized eigenv~ctors of the 2X2 matrices. 
The result of this computation is 
(40) 
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 69, No.2, 15July 1978 
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where Y~ and Y~ are the first components of the two eigenvectors of the first 2x 2 matrix DIAl of I, and are given by 
(41) 
and 
yi = {[I + e2 (v6-vS) (eVa coshvs - fe]""6~;sh;jv;":2 sinh2v~-_ eV6 +V3 )2]1/2VI • 
Now combining Eqs. (39), (40), and (41), we get 
( N) = (n-: 1) {~(al) + j(a2) + ••• + f(a 2;+~)] (y~ ?(i )n + [f(a 2;+1 + 1) + ••• + f (a2n+I)] (yi)2(i )n} • (42) 
So far, we have used the first 2n+I/2ai> s with Pi = + 1 
and the remaining 2n+I/2ai 's with Pi = -1. Keeping this 
ordering we obtain in Eq. (42) 
f(ai) = n + - - n2n- 1 2n~1 2 (1)2n 2n 
i= 2 
and 
From here it turns out finally that 
!! ( 1)2 (n + 2) ( 2)2 2 YI + 2 YI 
< N) = (n + 1) 
(43) 
(44) 
which is the final expression for the mean number of 
dimers in our MT model. 
V. SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
The mean number of dimers will now be calculated as-
suming that the bond energy is a linear function of the 
absolute temperature. This assumption is quite com-
firm in such kinds of problems. 5.6 Let 
,JC +J4 ) vs= {3 --2-=a(T- Tm , (45) 
where Tm is the 50% population temperature. The pa-
rameter a can be written in terms of the enthalpy change 
due to the addition of one dimer to the microtubule 
around the temperature Tm (see Ref. 5, p. 148): 
(46) 
where the gas constant R=8. 314x107 erg mole-1 (OKrl. 
Similarly, we let 
(47) 
Therefore, from here b/ a is the ratio between the in-
teraction energy and the total binding energy under con-
Sideration of one central dimer to the microtubule. 
We have computed numerically the variation of < N) 
with respect to the temperature T using a and b as free 
parameters. The 50% population temperature has been 
taken as 280 OK because of some experimental indications 
that in the neurons and gliocytes of the toad "Bufo Aren-
arum Hensel" [R. S. Piezzi (private communication)]. 
Two typical curves are given in Fig. 2. 
Our model gives a small "knee" on the lower side of 
the 50% point. 
In Fig. 2 we have used the parameters a and b in such 
a way as to produce an abrupt change in population which 
seems to be the case for the above mentioned experi-
ments. Larger values of a and b result in a more 
abrupt change of population, while smaller values of 
such parameters give smoother transitions. We have 
found that the parameters a and b can be varied about 
an order of magnitude around the values given in the 
Fig. 2. 
It is of interest to compute the enthalpy change re-
sulting from the above values of the three parameters 
a, b, and Tm. For a'" 10, b = 5, and Tm = 280 OK we ob-
tain 
AHI '" 2aRT~ '" 130 eV /dimer 
and for a = 50, b = 20, and Tm = 280 ° K we get 
AH2 '" 650 eV /dimer . 
We consider the model presented here interesting be-
cause it can be adapted to fit more detailed experimen-
tal results than we have now, and ~t can also be extended 
FIG. 2. -----Obtained with a = 10, b = 5, and T m = 280 OK. 
-Obtained with a = 50, b = 20, and T m = 280 OK. Experimental 
points (275 and 298 OK) are from Ref. 7. 
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to more complex biological structures, work that is be-
ing done actually in some laboratories. 
Finally, we would like to note that the conditions J 1 
= Jz = 0 can be interpreted from a theoretical point of 
view that the transversal binding energy, that is to say 
the total interaction energy of any disk, is much 
stronger than the axial binding energy. Indeed, we could 
have considered a model without using such interaction 
energies explicitly. This alternative model would give 
rise to the same results obtained here. We have pre-
ferred to put them explicitly for reason of completeness. 
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